Stretch or contraction induced inversion of rectification in diblock molecular junctions.
Based on ab initio theory and nonequilibrium Green's function method, the effect of stretch or contraction on the rectification in diblock co-oligomer molecular diodes is investigated theoretically. Interestingly, an inversion of rectifying direction induced by stretching or contracting the molecular junctions, which is closely related to the number of the pyrimidinyl-phenyl units, is proposed. The analysis of the molecular projected self-consistent Hamiltonian and the evolution of the frontier molecular orbitals as well as transmission coefficients under external biases gives an inside view of the observed results. It reveals that the asymmetric molecular level shift and asymmetric evolution of orbital wave functions under biases are competitive mechanisms for rectification. The stretching or contracting induced inversion of the rectification is due to the conversion of the dominant mechanism. This work suggests a feasible technique to manipulate the rectification performance in molecular diodes by use of the mechanically controllable method.